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IDEAS TO STEAL
Art deco and industrial accents play out interestingly against a muted palette 

CLOCKWISE FROM 
FAR LEFT Shower, price 
on request, Hansgrohe; 
fan, price on request, 
Baaroq; screen, price on 
request, Brabbu; globe, 
`1,357, Amazon; 
console, price on 
request, Idus; jar, price 
on request, AKFD; sofa, 
price on request, 
Flexform.
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Photography ⁄ Randhir Singh    *    Words ⁄ Malati 
Kallapur Vijay 

Using bare aesthetics as backdrop, 
Karan and Indrani Paul’s transit 
home in Delhi plays host to their 
art deco heroes, while brass screen 
shelves create an ethereal space

SCREEN 
STAR

HOME PROFILE
THE OWNERS: Karan and Indrani Paul, who have a 
business in Kolkata, use this as a transit home 
whenever they are in Delhi. 
THE PROPERTY: A single-storey, 2,000-sqft villa, 
at Aurangzeb Road, New Delhi. Set in the middle 
of a garden, it is flanked by a thick grove of trees 
on one side, and a pool and verandah on the other. 
It has an open-plan living, dining and kitchen areas 
each separated by screen shelves. The master 
bedroom, with an attached reading corner, has 
walk-in wardrobes and en suite bathroom with a 
courtyard of its own. A triangular powder room is 
tucked behind a panelled partition towards the 
entrace. There’s also a gym that can be accessed 
from outside the house.

LI V ING ROOM
A Focus fireplace, designed by Dominique 
Imbert, with its tall flue, becomes a central 
piece in the formal living area overlooking 
the patio and garden. The black leather 
sofa, centre table and ottoman are part of 
a set purchased from Bindu Vadera’s 
store. The living area exudes an industrial 
allure.
Get the look Find similar flooring at Pergo.

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP 
Marble, 180 per sq ft, RK 
Marble; rug, price on 
request, Ddecor; 
flooring, ̀ 350 onwards, 
Mikasa.
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IDEAS TO STEAL
Understated luxe with modern, antique and vintage fl ourishes

HOMES / ETCHOMES / ETC
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Cool and classic, with handcrafted 
pieces, a dash of vintage, antiques and 

taxidermy… Mandeep and Alistair’s 
home shakes it all up in  

pure style style

LIGHT
DREAM 

DINING AREA
Mandeep and Alistair’s 
style is low-key luxe, 
shown  
to perfection by these 
double-height French 
doors that allow light to 
flood into the space.
Get the look This is the  

Ava dining table by Tom 

Faulkner. The Tulip chairs 

are by Knoll. The oak 

herringbone floor is  

by Cheville. The chandelier 

is antique – find a similar 

one at Kapoor Lamps. The 

artwork is by Mandeep 

Dillon.

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP 
Flooring, ̀ 350 onwards, 
Mikasa; rug,price on 
request, Obeetee; floor 
tiles, ̀ 250 sqft onwards, 
Nitco.

CLOCKWISE FROM LEFT Mirror, 
price on request, Ottimo; 
chandelier, Rojo Colar, price on 
request; Lladro; Glaa lamp, price 
on request, Apartment9; White 
laminate top table and Tulip chair, 
price on request, Knoll; deer head, 
`4,500, amazon.in; cake stand, 
`2,500, Decor Kart; cushion, price 
on request, Apartment9; 
Copenhagen 3-seater sofa,  
`1,28,600, Iqrup+Ritz.

HOMES /  / ETC
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